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Questions and Answers 

Question Answer 
If the grantee asks to modify the Grant 

agreement and or MP and the changes do not 
meet the Points requirement, what then? 

If the request to remove a facility would drop a 
project “out of the funding” for the year of their 

specific application cycle, then the request will be 
denied. However, in these instances, FCT strives 

to work with our project partners and we 
typically ask facilities to be replaced with similar 
facilities if at all possible, so no point loss occurs. 

Just  a comment:  there are lots of delicate, little 
details to this program. Thank you for doing a 

good job at separating the details and explaining 
them all. It's a hard mass of work to convey to an 

audience! 

Thank you for the kind comment! 

Would a new fence or fire line on the property 
border be considered a linear facility? 

Generally speaking, a new fence or fire line 
occurring within the boundary of an FCT project 

would not be considered a linear facility, 
however, we always suggest you reach out to 
your respective FCT planner regarding specific 

requests that are not included in a project’s 
Management Plan or DDRC. 

Hello! Will the slide deck be made available to 
us? 

Yes, the slideshow (in PDF format) will be 
available on our website after the conclusion of 

the webinar. 
I'm on DEP's website - can you direct me to the 

download please? 
A copy of the slideshow, a recording of the 

webinar, and this Q&A document can be found 
on the Parks and Open Space Florida Forever 

Grant Program tab under the Land and 
Recreation Grants Program section of the FDEP 

website.  
Hi, I missed almost the entire webinar because I 
was on another FDEP meeting this morning. Did 

you say this was recorded and will be made 
available to us? 

Yes, this recording will be posted to our website 
after its conclusion. 

Linda, Bill and Team - Thank you for this 
presentation. Very helpful!  

Thank you for the kind comment! 

 


